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COMPANY
BACKGROUND 

& CULTURE

CREATION 
TECHNOLOGIES

Headquarters: Boston, MA

Size: 4500 Employees

Founded: 1991

Type: Private

Industry: Electronics Manufacturing

Creation Technologies is an Electronic Manufacturing

Service (EMS) Provider that attributes its success to its

people. The company delivers high-mix, high-

complexity, start-to-finish manufacturing and supply

chain solutions to companies in the Tech Industrial,

Medical, and Aerospace/Defense industries. Their

culture of excellence attracts leading talent, who work

together as part of multi-disciplinary, Customer-

Focused Teams (CFT). The company of over 4,400

people operates 15 manufacturing locations, two

design centers and a rapid prototyping center in the

USA, Canada, Mexico and China.

THE CREATION DIFFERENCE
To be our customers' most trusted partner and

create products and solutions of exceptional

quality and performance in a constantly changing

environment, which enrich millions of lives and

make the world a better place.

OUR PURPOSE

www.ccy.com

OUR VALUES
To be prepared, bold and

entrepreneurial in spirit — these and

other Core Values are what define

and drive Creation today.

https://ccy.com/


ORGANIZATION HIGHLIGHTS

Award-Winning  Work: For 7 consecutive years, Creation Technologies has

received Service Excellence Awards (SEAs) for providing the best service and

value in the EMS industry). Judged entirely on customer feedback, Creation

Technologies has received the highest score in every category: Technology,

Responsiveness, Dependability, Value, and Quality.

Total Rewards: We attract, motivate, and retain the highest caliber talent through

pay, benefits, development, recognition and work-life opportunities. Creation's

total rewards approach encompasses compensation, benefits, work-life balance,

career development, rewards and recognition, and transparency.

Corporate Responsibility: At Creation Technologies, we are committed to

improving the world around us and doing business "the right way" -- for our people,

for our suppliers and partners, for our customers, and for the communities in which

we live and work.

A Safe & Respectful Workplace: Creation’s culture of empowerment and diversity

creates an environment for learning, collaboration and respect. We are

committed to providing a safe work environment for all of our talented people.

This includes the prevention of occupational illness, injury and harassment, as well

as promoting Wellness and Lifelong Learning programs.

Making a Difference: Creation’s Making a Difference initiative was formalized in

2009. In each business unit, our people walk, run, grow and shave hair, donate

blood, clean neighborhoods & shorelines, serve meals, raise money, and volunteer

to help make a difference by enriching the lives of those in our communities.

www.ccy.com

https://ccy.com/
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FLORIAN HAGIOGLU, MBA

An MBA, CPA, and CMA, Florian Hagioglu is a veteran finance leader

who brings to Creation Technologies a comprehensive financial

perspective, having served in a variety of financial roles across diverse

organizations.  

In alignment with Creation’s core values, Florian is a highly collaborative

and approachable leader who consistently empowers teams to

achieve strategic objectives by empowering, motivating, and

encouraging teamwork. He leads people by drawing on a skillset that

blends analytical, operations, human resources, and leadership insight. 

Throughout the course of his nearly 25-year career, Mr. Hagioglu has

played integral roles for companies that include Uber and Philips

Lighting, as well as smaller organizations. He has led numerous high-

performing teams and acted as a change agent, and spearheaded

business migration and strategic organizational change efforts. 

REGIONAL FINANCE LEADER

AARON BURNELL

As Vice President & General Manager,  Aaron has

operational responsibility for Creation’s two Rochester

locations. Aaron started at Creation in 2019, as Vice

President of Continuous Improvement before

transitioning to his current role.

Aaron has over 18 years of manufacturing experience

in Automotive, Electronics, and Printing industries. His

career has been built with progressive leadership roles

in Engineering, Operations, and Continuous

Improvement. He received a BS in Mechanical

Engineering from Clarkson University, a Masters of

Business Administration from Southern New Hampshire

University, and is a Six Sigma Black Belt.

VICE PRESIDENT & GENERAL MANAGER, ROCHESTER

https://ccy.com/
https://ccy.com/
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THE OPPORTUNITY

Having doubled revenue over the last 2 years, Creation
Technologies is seeking a Senior Manager/Director of
Finance to act as a change agent, leading the integration
of financial and accounting systems, as well as cultural
transformation, within its 2 Western New York locations. 

This is a rare position for the Upstate market in that it
offers the opportunity to join an established $1B global
organization while also having the influence to affect
change and impact the future success of the company.
This individual will get international exposure, as well as
extremely high growth potential and a path to VP roles.
Compensation is aggressive and includes a
comprehensive total rewards package.

The Senior Manager/Director of Finance will support
monthly financial reviews, forecasting, and annual
operating plans across the site and/or region, interacting
across the Creation Technologies matrix to effectively
communicate financial results and opportunities. M&A
has been essential to Creation Technologies' growth, and
this individual will play an integral role in acquisitions
going forward.

This role requires a pragmatic, hands-on, and growth-
minded financial leader ready to partner with a team of
highly skilled professionals across the site/region to drive
efficient processes, generate valuable insights, and
produce effective communication.

The successful candidate will be intellectually curious with
high energy and have a passion to make the company
successful. He or she will exemplify the entrepreneurial
mentality required to think like the owner of the business
and take a proactive yet collaborative approach to
accomplishing business goals. 

This is an on-site position based in Newark, New York,
with regular travel to the Rochester location. The role
reports directly to the Finance Director, with a dotted line
to the site Vice President/GM. 

www.ccy.com
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QUALIFICATIONS

Must have strong Experience in an

FP&A role with at least $100M in P&L

responsibilities within a Manufacturing

or Supply Chain environment.

To be considered, candidates must

demonstrate prior success leading

accounting and finance teams.

Excellent skills in Microsoft Excel

(Advanced MC Excel) and PowerPoint.

A creative, yet pragmatic, problem

solver who is hands-on as well as detail

oriented.

Detailed understanding of financial

budgeting and forecasting concepts

and modeling.

Strong influence management skills with

a continuous improvement mindset.

Excellent judgment, analytical,

problem-solving, and decision-making

skills.

A background in accounting and

accounting processes/systems, as

well as budgeting and reporting

expertise, is required.

Experience working with a SaaS

CPM Solution such as Adaptive

Planning, Planful (Host Analytics),

Hyperion, and Oracle/major ERP

experience required.

Excellent planning, execution, and

project-management skills.

 Proven ability to work well under

pressure and maintain a positive,

enthusiastic attitude.

A team player who is collaborative

and receptive to ideas from others

and works effectively across

functions to identify and resolve

critical issues.

www.ccy.com
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DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES

Act as a financial business partner to internal

stakeholders to provide financial planning,

analysis and business growth support to the

assigned business unit(s) and regional

finance management team.

Lead the annual business unit(s) budget

process, working collaboratively with a multi-

functional team. Challenge key assumptions

based on actual trends, knowledge of the

business model, and the need to

continuously improve overall profitability. 

Ensure an accurate forecast is built with buy-

in from all key leadership team members.

Monitor and support assigned business unit(s)

leader in variance analysis of actual to

budget, business plan, forecast, strategic

plans, and/or project-related initiatives such

as profitability studies, cost modelling,

sensitivity analysis, etc.

Work closely with peers to provide financial

guidance and support in interpreting and

analyzing financial issues of assigned BU(s).

Demonstrate thought leadership, propose

alternate financial and business solutions to

leader(s) to support their business decision

making and enhance profitability.

Support and partner with Enterprise and

Regional teams, including the Director of

Finance for Operations, to improve reporting

tools and processes to drive standardization

and eliminate non-value-added tasks across

the sites, regions, and enterprise.

www.ccy.com
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Prepare monthly, quarterly and annual

financial BU reviews, as well as supporting

narrative to financial statements, and

provide insights to leadership.

Collaboration with the Accounting team

for oversight of the accounting close,

account reconciliation process, and

adherence to internal controls, ensures the

integrity of the financial information

reported for the assigned business unit(s).

Manage the preparation, review and

analysis of various internal reports and

ensure information prepared by staff is

accurate and completed by the specified

deadline date.

Participate in and/or lead special projects,

prepare ad-hoc reports and analysis, when

requested.

Perform other related duties as assigned by

management.

www.ccy.com

DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES

SUPERVISORY
RESPONSIBILITIES

The Senior Manager/Director of Finance

oversees 1 direct report and 13 indirect

reports.

https://ccy.com/
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INTERESTED IN THIS
OPPORTUNITY?

Let's schedule a call.

www.ccy.com

Tim Coykendall
Executive Recruiter & Client Partner

tcoykendall@ccy.com
585-410-5032
Rochester, NY

C O N T A C T

https://ccy.com/
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